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1.1. Artistes and Sportsmen (1)Artistes and Sportsmen (1)

nn The State in which a nonThe State in which a non--resident entertainer or resident entertainer or 
sportsman performs activities as such is allowed to sportsman performs activities as such is allowed to 
tax the income derived from these activities.tax the income derived from these activities.

nn Necessity to determine:Necessity to determine:
ØØ what is an entertainer or sportsman?what is an entertainer or sportsman?
ØØ what are the personal activities of an entertainer or what are the personal activities of an entertainer or 

sportsman as such?sportsman as such?
ØØ what are the source and allocation rules for activities what are the source and allocation rules for activities 

performed in various countries? etc.performed in various countries? etc.
nn Changes to the Commentary on Art. 17 were Changes to the Commentary on Art. 17 were 

released in April 2010. released in April 2010. 
nn Public comments received are under consideration.Public comments received are under consideration.
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1.1. Artistes and Sportsmen (2)Artistes and Sportsmen (2)

nn Art. 17 should be deleted and artistes and sportsmen Art. 17 should be deleted and artistes and sportsmen 
should be treated like other taxpayers:should be treated like other taxpayers:

ØØ countries of performance levy tax from the gross countries of performance levy tax from the gross 
performance fee, including expensesperformance fee, including expenses

ØØ administrative work and expensesadministrative work and expenses

nn Most delegates have decided to keep Art. 17:Most delegates have decided to keep Art. 17:
ØØ top artistes and sportsmen are very mobile and can top artistes and sportsmen are very mobile and can 

easily move their residency to a tax haveneasily move their residency to a tax haven
ØØ difficulties for the residence State of obtaining the difficulties for the residence State of obtaining the 

relevant informationrelevant information
ØØ source taxation is easier to administer source taxation is easier to administer 
ØØ public opinion would not support exempting highpublic opinion would not support exempting high--

income earners income earners 
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1.1. Artistes and Sportsmen (3)Artistes and Sportsmen (3)
nn Most delegates have supported the inclusion of a Most delegates have supported the inclusion of a 

““de de minimisminimis”” rule as an alternative in the rule as an alternative in the 
Commentary:Commentary:

““Notwithstanding the provisions of Articles 7 and 15, Notwithstanding the provisions of Articles 7 and 15, 
income derived by a resident of a Contracting State income derived by a resident of a Contracting State 
as an entertainer as an entertainer …… or as a sportsman, from his or as a sportsman, from his 
personal activities as such exercised in the other personal activities as such exercised in the other 
Contracting State, may be taxed in that other State, Contracting State, may be taxed in that other State, 
except to the extent that the gross amount of such except to the extent that the gross amount of such 
income derived by that resident from these activities income derived by that resident from these activities 
exercised during a taxation year of the other exercised during a taxation year of the other 
Contracting State does not exceed an amount Contracting State does not exceed an amount 
equivalent to 15 000 IMF Special Drawing Rights equivalent to 15 000 IMF Special Drawing Rights 
expressed in the currency of that other State at the expressed in the currency of that other State at the 
beginning of that taxation year or any other amount beginning of that taxation year or any other amount 
agreed to by the competent authorities before, and agreed to by the competent authorities before, and 
with respect to, that taxation year.with respect to, that taxation year.””
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1.1. Artistes and Sportsmen (4)Artistes and Sportsmen (4)

nn Artistes who are employed should be Artistes who are employed should be 
covered by Art. 15 and not Art. 17.covered by Art. 15 and not Art. 17.

nn The majority of the delegates have rejected The majority of the delegates have rejected 
such suggestion:such suggestion:

ØØ excluding all employees would allow an excluding all employees would allow an 
artiste to set up a starartiste to set up a star--company acting as his company acting as his 
employer to avoid the application of Art. 17employer to avoid the application of Art. 17

ØØ the inclusion of a the inclusion of a ““de de minimisminimis rulerule”” would would 
reduce the problems relating to the taxation reduce the problems relating to the taxation 
of employees of employees 
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1.1. Artistes and Sportsmen (5)Artistes and Sportsmen (5)
nn Many entertainer earn small amounts of Many entertainer earn small amounts of 

income and not recognising expenses income and not recognising expenses 
results in excessive taxation.results in excessive taxation.

nn The majority of the delegates have rejected The majority of the delegates have rejected 
an addition to the Commentary mentioning an addition to the Commentary mentioning 
the necessity to eliminate such excessive the necessity to eliminate such excessive 
taxation:taxation:

ØØ this issue is indirectly dealt with through a this issue is indirectly dealt with through a 
““de de minimisminimis”” rulerule

ØØ taxation on a gross basis but at a low rate taxation on a gross basis but at a low rate 
might be more beneficial than net taxationmight be more beneficial than net taxation

ØØ par. 10 of the Commentary already mentions par. 10 of the Commentary already mentions 
the issue the issue 
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1.1. Artistes and Sportsmen (6)Artistes and Sportsmen (6)
nn Art. 17(2), as interpreted in the Commentary, goes Art. 17(2), as interpreted in the Commentary, goes 

too far in allowing the taxation of the producertoo far in allowing the taxation of the producer’’s own s own 
profits and not only the part of the income relating to profits and not only the part of the income relating to 
the performance of the artiste.the performance of the artiste.

nn The majority of the delegates have rejected adding to The majority of the delegates have rejected adding to 
the Commentary an alternative provision allowing the Commentary an alternative provision allowing 
States to restrict the application of Art. 17(2) to starStates to restrict the application of Art. 17(2) to star--
companies (entities in which the entertainer or companies (entities in which the entertainer or 
sportsman participates directly or indirectly in the sportsman participates directly or indirectly in the 
profits, management, control or capital):profits, management, control or capital):

ØØ perceived complexityperceived complexity
ØØ potential for abusepotential for abuse
ØØ opposition to any restriction on the source taxing opposition to any restriction on the source taxing 

rights granted by Art. 17rights granted by Art. 17
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1.1. Artistes and Sportsmen (7)Artistes and Sportsmen (7)
nn What is an entertainer or sportsman? Anyone who What is an entertainer or sportsman? Anyone who 

acts as an entertainer or sportsman, even for a acts as an entertainer or sportsman, even for a 
single event (e.g. an amateur who gets a prize or a single event (e.g. an amateur who gets a prize or a 
fee for a oncefee for a once--inin--aa--lifetime appearance).lifetime appearance).

nn What are his personal activities as such?What are his personal activities as such?
ØØ The appearance in an entertainment or sports The appearance in an entertainment or sports 

event in a State event in a State andand activities, such as advertising activities, such as advertising 
or interviews in that State, or interviews in that State, ““closely connectedclosely connected””
with such appearance.with such appearance.

ØØ Merely reporting or commenting on an Merely reporting or commenting on an 
entertainment or sports event in which an entertainment or sports event in which an 
entertainer or sportsman does not participate is entertainer or sportsman does not participate is 
not an activity as entertainer or sportsman.not an activity as entertainer or sportsman.

ØØ A model presenting clothes during a fashion show A model presenting clothes during a fashion show 
or photo session is not performing as an or photo session is not performing as an 
entertainer. entertainer. Still under considerationStill under consideration.  .  
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1.1. Artistes and Sportsmen (8)Artistes and Sportsmen (8)

ØØ Preparation and training are parts of the Preparation and training are parts of the 
normal activities of an entertainer or normal activities of an entertainer or 
sportsman.  Remuneration for time spent sportsman.  Remuneration for time spent 
on preparation and training in a State and on preparation and training in a State and 
remuneration for time spent travelling in remuneration for time spent travelling in 
that State for the purposes of performances, that State for the purposes of performances, 
preparation or training, are covered.preparation or training, are covered.

ØØ Regardless of whether or not such Regardless of whether or not such 
preparation or training is related to specific preparation or training is related to specific 
public performances taking place in that public performances taking place in that 
State (e.g. remuneration paid with respect State (e.g. remuneration paid with respect 
to the participation in a preto the participation in a pre--season training season training 
camp).camp). Still under consideration.Still under consideration.
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11.. Artistes and Sportsmen (9)Artistes and Sportsmen (9)

nn Special categories of payments:Special categories of payments:
ØØ Royalties for intellectual property rights are Royalties for intellectual property rights are 

covered by Art.covered by Art. 12.12.
ØØ Art. 17 applies whenever there is a Art. 17 applies whenever there is a ““close close 

connectionconnection”” between thebetween the income and the income and the 
performance of activities as entertainer or performance of activities as entertainer or 
sportsman in a State.sportsman in a State.

ØØ A close connection exists where it can A close connection exists where it can 
reasonably be considered that the income reasonably be considered that the income 
would not have been derived in the would not have been derived in the 
absence of the performance of these absence of the performance of these 
activities.activities.
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11.. Artistes and Sportsmen (10)Artistes and Sportsmen (10)

nn Examples of closely connected income:Examples of closely connected income:
ØØ a payment received by a professional golfer for an interview a payment received by a professional golfer for an interview 

given during a tournament in which he participatesgiven during a tournament in which he participates
ØØ a payment made to a tennis player for the use of his picture a payment made to a tennis player for the use of his picture 

on posters advertising a tournament in which he will on posters advertising a tournament in which he will 
participateparticipate

ØØ payments made to a tennis player for wearing a sponsorpayments made to a tennis player for wearing a sponsor’’s s 
logo, trade mark or trade name on his equipment during a logo, trade mark or trade name on his equipment during a 
matchmatch

ØØ merchandising payments relating to a public performance in merchandising payments relating to a public performance in 
a State (not merchandising payments derived from sales in a a State (not merchandising payments derived from sales in a 
State that are related to performances in another State) State that are related to performances in another State) 

nn In the absence of a In the absence of a ““close connectionclose connection””, payments , payments 
fall under the standard rules of Art. 7 or Art.fall under the standard rules of Art. 7 or Art. 1515

nn Payments received in the event of the cancellation Payments received in the event of the cancellation 
of a performance are outside the scope of Art. 17, of a performance are outside the scope of Art. 17, 
and fall under Art. 7 or Art.  15.and fall under Art. 7 or Art.  15.
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2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (1)2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (1)

§§ CONTEXT (1)CONTEXT (1)

ØØ Article Article 10 10 §§ 22, , 11 11 §§ 22 and and 12 12 §§ 11 OECD OECD 
Model (introduced in 1977)Model (introduced in 1977)

ØØ Source state taxation for dividends/interest Source state taxation for dividends/interest 
paid to a residentpaid to a resident of other C.S. but limited if of other C.S. but limited if 
requirement of beneficial ownership is met requirement of beneficial ownership is met 
(BO : clarification of term (BO : clarification of term ““paidpaid……to residentto resident””))

ØØ Residence state taxation for royalties if Residence state taxation for royalties if 
requirement of beneficial ownership is met requirement of beneficial ownership is met 
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2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (2)2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (2)

§§ CONTEXT (2)CONTEXT (2)
ØØ OECD Commentary on BOOECD Commentary on BO
ØØ Context and objective of the DTT (10.12)Context and objective of the DTT (10.12)
ØØ Agent / Nominee : no BO (10.12.1)Agent / Nominee : no BO (10.12.1)
ØØ Conduit company : no BO (10.12.1) if very narrow Conduit company : no BO (10.12.1) if very narrow 

powerspowers
ØØ Legal vs. economic ownership / commonLegal vs. economic ownership / common--law law 

vs. civil law vs. civil law 
ØØ Jurisprudence : Jurisprudence : 
ØØ PrPréévostvost (Canada(Canada--2008) 2008) 
ØØ Indofood (UKIndofood (UK--2005)2005)
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2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (3)2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (3)

§§ Short History (1)Short History (1)

ØØ 2008 2008 –– 2009 : Need for more guidance and 2009 : Need for more guidance and 
clarificationclarification of concept Beneficial Owner of concept Beneficial Owner --
diversity in jurisprudence diversity in jurisprudence 

ØØ + OECD Commentary amendments (article + OECD Commentary amendments (article 
10, 11 and 12) proposed 10, 11 and 12) proposed 
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2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (4)2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (4)

§§ Short History (2)Short History (2)
ØØ 2010 : Work method changed2010 : Work method changed
ØØ Basis for discussion: 8 borderline examplesBasis for discussion: 8 borderline examples
ØØ identify majority view / key issues / possible identify majority view / key issues / possible 

conclusionsconclusions
ØØ Draft commentary changesDraft commentary changes
ØØ 2011/4 : draft commentary changes released 2011/4 : draft commentary changes released 

for public comments for public comments 
ØØ 2011/9 : first discussion 2011/9 : first discussion 
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2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (5)2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (5)

§§ EXAMPLE 1 : SPV Financing structureEXAMPLE 1 : SPV Financing structure

PARENT COPARENT CO
State PState P

ISSUERISSUER

State IState I

InterestInterest

InterestInterest DomesticDomestic WHT 20%WHT 20%
DTA PDTA P--I: I: maxmax WHT 10%WHT 10%

No No domesticdomestic WHTWHT
LoanLoan NotesNotes 100% 100% 

guaranteedguaranteed byby
ParentParent COCO

LoanLoan ParentParent –– IssuerIssuer : : 
substantiallysubstantially
identicalidentical
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2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (6)2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (6)

§§ EXAMPLE 1 : SPV Financing structureEXAMPLE 1 : SPV Financing structure

PARENT COPARENT CO
State PState P

SPVSPV

ISSUERISSUER

State SState S

State IState I
InterestInterest

InterestInterest

InterestInterest

No spreadNo spread
OnlyOnly handlinghandling costscosts
RedistributionRedistribution

contractuallycontractually
obligedobliged

DTA P DTA P -- I I 
TerminatedTerminated

DTA P DTA P –– S : Max 10% S : Max 10% 
WHTWHT
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2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (7)2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (7)

§§ EXAMPLE 2 : Joint Venture ArrangementEXAMPLE 2 : Joint Venture Arrangement

A COA CO
State AState A

HoldHold CoCo

Op CoOp Co

State HState H

State OState O

DTA O DTA O --AA
15 WHT15 WHT

B COB CO

State BState B

100 %100 %

49%49% 51%51%

DTA O DTA O --BB
15 WHT15 WHT

DTA O DTA O –– H H 
5 WHT5 WHTDIVDIV

DIVDIV DIVDIV
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2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (8)2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (8)

§§ Example 2 SpecificsExample 2 Specifics

ØØ Holdco : no employees or offices, shares only investment , boardHoldco : no employees or offices, shares only investment , board
members identical as Op Co boardmembers identical as Op Co board

ØØ Registered office Holdco => office Trust Co administering paymenRegistered office Holdco => office Trust Co administering payment t 
HoldcoHoldco

ØØ BiBi--annual dividend payments by Holdco following prior resolutions annual dividend payments by Holdco following prior resolutions 
of the Board of Holdco.of the Board of Holdco.

ØØ Some years: dividend payment to Holdco at request of Holdco Some years: dividend payment to Holdco at request of Holdco 
Shareholders (afterwards declared by Shareholders (afterwards declared by OpcoOpco directors)directors)

ØØ Holdco : ordinary expenses => authorization required from Holdco : ordinary expenses => authorization required from 
shareholdersshareholders

ØØ Inconsistencies with Holdco ownership of Inconsistencies with Holdco ownership of OpcoOpco shares shares 
(shareholders meeting) (shareholders meeting) 
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2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (9)2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (9)

§§ KEY ISSUES (1)KEY ISSUES (1)

ØØ Need for clarification of BO : general supportNeed for clarification of BO : general support
ØØ Divergent jurisprudenceDivergent jurisprudence
ØØ Lack of definition in domestic legislationLack of definition in domestic legislation
ØØ Need of internationallyNeed of internationally--agreed meaningagreed meaning
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2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (10)2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (10)

§§ KEY ISSUES (2)KEY ISSUES (2)

ØØ Domestic vs. Autonomous meaning ?Domestic vs. Autonomous meaning ?

ØØ Majority: autonomous meaning Majority: autonomous meaning 
ØØ Domestic meaning applicable if not contrary to context Treaty ?!Domestic meaning applicable if not contrary to context Treaty ?!

ØØ Possible new Possible new ““conceptsconcepts”” for clarifying the meaning of BOfor clarifying the meaning of BO

ØØ ““use and enjoyment of the incomeuse and enjoyment of the income--producing propertyproducing property”” (power to (power to 
generate the income) ?generate the income) ?

ØØ ““use and enjoyment of the incomeuse and enjoyment of the income”” (power to enjoy the income) ?(power to enjoy the income) ?
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2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (11)2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (11)

§§ KEY ISSUES (3)KEY ISSUES (3)

ØØ BO => Full right to BO => Full right to ““use and enjoy the incomeuse and enjoy the income””

ØØ not constrained by a not constrained by a contractual or legalcontractual or legal obligation to pass obligation to pass 
the payment received to another personthe payment received to another person

ØØ Legal documents and/or fact and circumstancesLegal documents and/or fact and circumstances
ØØ Use and enjoyment of dividend/interest <> legal ownership / Use and enjoyment of dividend/interest <> legal ownership / 

right to use and enjoy the shares / debtright to use and enjoy the shares / debt--claimclaim

24

2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (12)2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (12)

§§ KEY ISSUES (4)KEY ISSUES (4)

ØØ Relationship between BO and AntiRelationship between BO and Anti--abuse rulesabuse rules
ØØ BO concept: deals with some forms of abuseBO concept: deals with some forms of abuse
ØØ No automatic granting of limited source tax if recipient is BO No automatic granting of limited source tax if recipient is BO 

(resident of other CS)(resident of other CS)
ØØ Application of general / specific antiApplication of general / specific anti--abuse provisions, abuse provisions, 

substance over form / economic substance approaches still substance over form / economic substance approaches still 
possiblepossible

ØØ BO in context of 10 ,11 and 12 BO in context of 10 ,11 and 12 vsvs other instruments other instruments 
(anti(anti--money laundering, etc.)money laundering, etc.)
ØØ No interference No interference 
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2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (13)2. BENEFICIAL OWNER (13)

§§ Current Status of discussionsCurrent Status of discussions
ØØ autonomous interpretation most supportedautonomous interpretation most supported
ØØ Domestic law interpretation if not contrary to general Domestic law interpretation if not contrary to general 

principles : not clear (examples !)principles : not clear (examples !)
ØØ ““full right to use and enjoy the incomefull right to use and enjoy the income”” / / 

““unconstrained by legal or contractual obligationunconstrained by legal or contractual obligation”” => => 
quid impact on trusts, hybrid entities, CIV, holdings ?quid impact on trusts, hybrid entities, CIV, holdings ?

ØØ Judgment on facts and circumstances => divergent Judgment on facts and circumstances => divergent 
opinions opinions 

§§ New draft commentary expected in Sept 2012New draft commentary expected in Sept 2012

26

33.. Permanent EstablishmentPermanent Establishment (1)(1)
nn A Working Group on the Definition of PE A Working Group on the Definition of PE 

was set up in February 2009.was set up in February 2009.
nn Mandate:Mandate:
ØØ solving interpretation issues arising from solving interpretation issues arising from 

the current Art. 5the current Art. 5
ØØ identifying policy issues but not developing identifying policy issues but not developing 

proposals to address them.proposals to address them.
nn In September 2011, the Working Party 1 In September 2011, the Working Party 1 

agreed to release the discussion draft on agreed to release the discussion draft on 
the the Definition of PE prepared by the WG (25 Definition of PE prepared by the WG (25 
issues were discussed).issues were discussed).

nn Comments are requested before 10 Comments are requested before 10 
February 2012.February 2012.
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33.. Permanent Establishment (2)Permanent Establishment (2)

nn Meaning of Meaning of ““at the disposal ofat the disposal of””..
nn A place of business may constitute a A place of business may constitute a 

PE of an enterprise if that place is PE of an enterprise if that place is ““at at 
the disposalthe disposal”” of the enterpriseof the enterprise

ØØ not found in the definition of PE but in not found in the definition of PE but in 
par. 4 of the Commentary in order to par. 4 of the Commentary in order to 
explain the concept of explain the concept of ““place of place of 
businessbusiness””

ØØ diverging viewsdiverging views
ØØ uncertainty.uncertainty.

28

33.. Permanent Establishment (3)Permanent Establishment (3)

nn Where an enterprise has an exclusive legal right to Where an enterprise has an exclusive legal right to 
use a particular location and uses such location use a particular location and uses such location 
only for carrying on its own business activities.only for carrying on its own business activities.

nn Where an enterprise performs activities on a Where an enterprise performs activities on a 
““continuous and regular basiscontinuous and regular basis”” during an during an 
extended period of time at a location that belongs extended period of time at a location that belongs 
to another enterprise or that is used by a number to another enterprise or that is used by a number 
of enterprises.of enterprises.

nn Not, where the enterpriseNot, where the enterprise’’s presence at a location s presence at a location 
is intermittent or incidental. is intermittent or incidental. 

nn AntwerpenAntwerpen, 13 May 2008:  wrong interpretation of , 13 May 2008:  wrong interpretation of 
the PE concept by requiring an exclusive right to the PE concept by requiring an exclusive right to 
use the premises for carrying on the activities.use the premises for carrying on the activities.
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33.. Permanent Establishment (4)Permanent Establishment (4)

nn Home office as a PEHome office as a PE
nn Could the home office of a resident employee of a Could the home office of a resident employee of a 

foreign company be considered to be a PE of the foreign company be considered to be a PE of the 
foreign company?foreign company?

nn The home office is not automatically at the The home office is not automatically at the 
disposal of the enterprise because it is at the disposal of the enterprise because it is at the 
disposal of the employee.disposal of the employee.

nn Where a home office is used on a Where a home office is used on a ““regular and regular and 
continuous basiscontinuous basis”” for carrying on business for carrying on business 
activities for the enterprise activities for the enterprise andand the enterprise has the enterprise has 
required the individual to work from home, the required the individual to work from home, the 
home office may be considered to be at the home office may be considered to be at the 
disposal of the enterprise.disposal of the enterprise.

nn The activities carried on at a home office will often The activities carried on at a home office will often 
be merely auxiliary (par. 4 of Art. 5).be merely auxiliary (par. 4 of Art. 5).

30

33.. Permanent Establishment (5)Permanent Establishment (5)

nn Time requirement for the existence of a PETime requirement for the existence of a PE
nn As the place of business must be fixed, it As the place of business must be fixed, it 

must have a certain degree of permanency.must have a certain degree of permanency.
nn General practice: at least six months.  General practice: at least six months.  
nn Two exceptions to that general practice.Two exceptions to that general practice.
nn The inclusion in the Commentary of an The inclusion in the Commentary of an 

objective standard was required and, if not, objective standard was required and, if not, 
clarification of the more subjective clarification of the more subjective 
standard was required. standard was required. 
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33.. Permanent Establishment (6)Permanent Establishment (6)

ØØ An example of activities of a recurrent nature :An example of activities of a recurrent nature :
A resident of State R rents a stand at a commercial fair in StatA resident of State R rents a stand at a commercial fair in State S for 15 e S for 15 
consecutive years where he sells sculptures during a period of fconsecutive years where he sells sculptures during a period of five weeks each ive weeks each 
year. The time requirement for a PE is met due to the recurring year. The time requirement for a PE is met due to the recurring nature of the nature of the 
activity regardless of the fact that any consecutive presence laactivity regardless of the fact that any consecutive presence lasts less than 6 sts less than 6 
months.months.

ØØ An example of activities exclusively carried on in a State:An example of activities exclusively carried on in a State:
A film is shot in a village in State S where the parents of a reA film is shot in a village in State S where the parents of a resident of State R sident of State R 
own a house. Since the film requires the presence of people duriown a house. Since the film requires the presence of people during four ng four 
months, she decides to transform the house into a restaurant whimonths, she decides to transform the house into a restaurant which she ch she 
operates during that period. These are the only business activitoperates during that period. These are the only business activities that she has ies that she has 
carried on and she does not intend to carry on such activities icarried on and she does not intend to carry on such activities in the future; the n the future; the 
restaurant will therefore be the location where the business of restaurant will therefore be the location where the business of that enterprise that enterprise 
will be wholly carried on. The time requirement for a PE is met will be wholly carried on. The time requirement for a PE is met since the since the 
restaurant is operated during the whole existence of that particrestaurant is operated during the whole existence of that particular business.ular business.

This would not be the case where a company resident of State R wThis would not be the case where a company resident of State R which hich 
operates various catering facilities in State R would operate a operates various catering facilities in State R would operate a cafeteria in State cafeteria in State 
S during a four week sports event.  The companyS during a four week sports event.  The company’’s business, which is s business, which is 
permanently carried on in State R, is only temporarily carried opermanently carried on in State R, is only temporarily carried on in State S.n in State S.

32

33.. Permanent Establishment (7)Permanent Establishment (7)

nn Main contractor who subcontracts all aspects of a Main contractor who subcontracts all aspects of a 
contract.contract.

nn Business of an enterprise is carried on by the Business of an enterprise is carried on by the 
entrepreneur or by persons who are in a paidentrepreneur or by persons who are in a paid--
employment relationship with the enterprise employment relationship with the enterprise 
(personnel).(personnel).

nn Business of an enterprise is Business of an enterprise is alsoalso carried on through carried on through 
subcontractors.subcontractors.
A PE exists for the enterprise if the other conditions A PE exists for the enterprise if the other conditions 
of Art. 5 are met. In the context of par. 1, that of Art. 5 are met. In the context of par. 1, that 
requires that the subcontractors perform the work of requires that the subcontractors perform the work of 
the enterprise at a fixed place of business that is at the enterprise at a fixed place of business that is at 
the disposal of the enterprise for reasons other than the disposal of the enterprise for reasons other than 
the mere fact that the subcontractors perform such the mere fact that the subcontractors perform such 
work at that location.work at that location.
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33.. Permanent Establishment (8)Permanent Establishment (8)

nn Examples:Examples:

nn An enterprise that owns a small hotel and rents out the hotelAn enterprise that owns a small hotel and rents out the hotel’’s s 
rooms through the internet has subcontracted the onrooms through the internet has subcontracted the on--site site 
operation of the hotel to a company that is remunerated on a operation of the hotel to a company that is remunerated on a 
costcost--plus basisplus basis. The hotel is at the disposal of the owner.. The hotel is at the disposal of the owner.

nn If a general contractor which has undertaken a construction If a general contractor which has undertaken a construction 
project subcontracts all of the project, the period spent by theproject subcontracts all of the project, the period spent by the
subcontractors working on the building site is considered as subcontractors working on the building site is considered as 
being time spent by the general contractor on the building being time spent by the general contractor on the building 
project. The site should be considered to be at the disposal of project. The site should be considered to be at the disposal of 
the general contractor during the time spent on the site by any the general contractor during the time spent on the site by any 
subcontractor where the general contractor has overall subcontractor where the general contractor has overall 
responsibility for the site and the site is made available to hiresponsibility for the site and the site is made available to him m 
for the purposes of carrying on its construction business. for the purposes of carrying on its construction business. 
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33.. Permanent Establishment (9)Permanent Establishment (9)

nn Meaning of  the terms Meaning of  the terms ““to conclude contracts in the to conclude contracts in the 
name of the enterprisename of the enterprise””

nn Only cases where the foreign principal is Only cases where the foreign principal is legallylegally bound visbound vis--àà--
vis the third party, under agency law, by reason of the contractvis the third party, under agency law, by reason of the contract
concluded by the agent?concluded by the agent?

nn Is it sufficient that the foreign principal is Is it sufficient that the foreign principal is economicallyeconomically bound bound 
by the contracts concluded by the person acting for it?by the contracts concluded by the person acting for it?

nn Extensive discussionExtensive discussionss based on based on divergingdiverging court decisions on court decisions on 
““commissionnairecommissionnaire”” arrangements in France (Zimmer Ltd) and arrangements in France (Zimmer Ltd) and 
Norway (Dell DUF).Norway (Dell DUF).

nn Not possible to reach a common view.Not possible to reach a common view.
nn An example was simply added of a situation where a foreign An example was simply added of a situation where a foreign 

principal would be bound by a contract not literally concluded principal would be bound by a contract not literally concluded 
in his name.in his name.
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4.4. HYBRID MISMATCHES (1)HYBRID MISMATCHES (1)

§§ HISTORYHISTORY
ØØ 1993 1993 : start of subgroup WP 1 => application of : start of subgroup WP 1 => application of 

OECD Model to Partnerships, Trusts and other nonOECD Model to Partnerships, Trusts and other non--
corporate entitiescorporate entities

ØØ 19991999 : publication of Partnership: publication of Partnership--Report + New Report + New 
OECD Commentary 2000 (art. 1, 4 and 23)OECD Commentary 2000 (art. 1, 4 and 23)

ØØ After 1999After 1999 : subgroup continues work : subgroup continues work 
ØØ CIVsCIVs => result : new OECD Commentary 2010 (art. 1)=> result : new OECD Commentary 2010 (art. 1)
ØØ Trusts and Trusts and ““other entitiesother entities”” : work ended in 2005 without : work ended in 2005 without 

resultsresults

ØØ 20102010--2011  (WP 1)2011  (WP 1) : Hybrid Mismatches: Hybrid Mismatches

36

4.4. HYBRID MISMATCHES (2)HYBRID MISMATCHES (2)

§§ DEFINITION AND SCOPEDEFINITION AND SCOPE : mismatches due to : mismatches due to 
domestic law differences => conflicts of qualification => domestic law differences => conflicts of qualification => 
double taxation or double taxation or double nondouble non--taxationtaxation (double (double 
exemption or double credit)exemption or double credit)

ØØ Double deduction schemes Double deduction schemes 

ØØ Deduction/no inclusion schemes Deduction/no inclusion schemes 

ØØ Foreign tax credit generators Foreign tax credit generators 
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4.4. HYBRID MISMATCHES (3)HYBRID MISMATCHES (3)

§§ POSSIBLE FORMS/CAUSESPOSSIBLE FORMS/CAUSES

ØØ Hybrid instrumentsHybrid instruments : instrument => debt vs. equity : instrument => debt vs. equity 
(PPL, (PPL, ……))

ØØ Hybrid entitiesHybrid entities : transparent vs. opaque entity: transparent vs. opaque entity

ØØ Hybrid transfersHybrid transfers : transfer of ownership vs. no : transfer of ownership vs. no 
transfer of ownership (collateralized loan or transfer of ownership (collateralized loan or ““reporepo””))

38

4.4. HYBRID MISMATCHES (4)HYBRID MISMATCHES (4)

§§ CASE 1 : HYBRID INSTRUMENT (PPL) CASE 1 : HYBRID INSTRUMENT (PPL) 

COUNTRY BCOUNTRY B
Instrument is Instrument is loanloan

COUNTRY ACOUNTRY A
Instrument is Instrument is equityequity

Company BCompany B

Company ACompany A
EXEMPT DIVIDEND IN EXEMPT DIVIDEND IN 

COUNTRY ACOUNTRY A

INTEREST  DEDUCTION INTEREST  DEDUCTION 
IN COUNTRY BIN COUNTRY B

InterestInterest

DividendDividend EquityEquity

LoanLoan
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4.4. HYBRID MISMATCHES (5)HYBRID MISMATCHES (5)

§§ CASE 2 : HYBRID ENTITY CASE 2 : HYBRID ENTITY 

HYBRID ENTITYHYBRID ENTITY COUNTRY BCOUNTRY B
Entity opaqueEntity opaque

COUNTRYCOUNTRY AA
Entity TransparentEntity Transparent

Company BCompany B

Company ACompany A
INTEREST DISREGARDED INTEREST DISREGARDED 

FOR TAX PURPOSES FOR TAX PURPOSES 
IN COUNTRY AIN COUNTRY A

INTEREST  DEDUCTION INTEREST  DEDUCTION 
IN COUNTRY BIN COUNTRY B

InterestInterest

100%100%

LoanLoan
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4.4. HYBRID MISMATCHES (6)HYBRID MISMATCHES (6)

§§ CASE 3 : HYBRID ENTITY (US LLC) CASE 3 : HYBRID ENTITY (US LLC) 

COUNTRY B COUNTRY B 
USUS

EntityEntity is is 
transparenttransparent

ShareholdersShareholders taxedtaxed onon
shareshare of profitsof profits

COUNTRY ACOUNTRY A
EntityEntity is is opaqueopaque

ShareholdersShareholders taxedtaxed onon
profits profits whenwhen
distributeddistributed

HybridHybrid EntityEntity

Company ACompany A

DIVIDEND DIVIDEND 
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4.4. HYBRID MISMATCHES (7)HYBRID MISMATCHES (7)

§§ Main questions Main questions 

ØØ Does the treaty allow the source state to tax the Does the treaty allow the source state to tax the 
income ? If so, is the residence state obliged to income ? If so, is the residence state obliged to 
credit the source tax ?credit the source tax ?

ØØ Is the residence state (of the partners or hybrid Is the residence state (of the partners or hybrid 
entity) obliged to eliminate double taxation ?entity) obliged to eliminate double taxation ?

ØØ How can the residence state deal with cases of How can the residence state deal with cases of 
double nondouble non--taxation ? taxation ? 

ØØ How to deal with foreign tax credit generators ?How to deal with foreign tax credit generators ?

42

4.4. HYBRID MISMATCHES (8)HYBRID MISMATCHES (8)

§§ POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS (1)POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS (1)

ØØ Common definitions ? Common definitions ? Practically impossiblePractically impossible

ØØ Domestic law ?Domestic law ?
ØØ general antigeneral anti--abuse provisions (difficult)abuse provisions (difficult)
ØØ Specific provisions : domestic treatment linked to treatment Specific provisions : domestic treatment linked to treatment 

in other state  (UK, DK) => can work for PPLin other state  (UK, DK) => can work for PPL
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4.4. HYBRID MISMATCHES (9)HYBRID MISMATCHES (9)

§§ POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS (2)POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS (2)

ØØ Treaty solutions ?Treaty solutions ?
ØØ OECD Model and Commentary : relief of double taxation OECD Model and Commentary : relief of double taxation 

provisions and double nonprovisions and double non--taxation (basis => Partnership taxation (basis => Partnership 
report 1999) report 1999) 
§§ Par. 32.1Par. 32.1……32.7 32.7 commentary art. 23commentary art. 23 dealing with conflicts of dealing with conflicts of 

qualificationqualification
§§ Double taxation (par. 32.2 Double taxation (par. 32.2 –– 32.5) / Non32.5) / Non--taxation (par. 32.6  taxation (par. 32.6  --

32.7)32.7)
§§ Art. 23 A par. 4 (par. 56.2 Art. 23 A par. 4 (par. 56.2 –– 56.3 commentary) : scope of 56.3 commentary) : scope of 

provision ? Interpretation conflicts (conflicts of qualificationprovision ? Interpretation conflicts (conflicts of qualification))
§§ BELGIUM : BELGIUM : ““subject to taxsubject to tax””

44

4.4. HYBRID MISMATCHES (10)HYBRID MISMATCHES (10)

§§ POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS (2)POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS (2)

ØØ Treaty solutions ?Treaty solutions ?
§§ Art. 23 A par. 4 (par. 56.2 Art. 23 A par. 4 (par. 56.2 –– 56.3 commentary) 56.3 commentary) 
““The provisions of paragraph 1 shall not apply to income The provisions of paragraph 1 shall not apply to income 

derived or capital owned by a resident of a CS where derived or capital owned by a resident of a CS where 
the other CS applies the provisions of this convention to the other CS applies the provisions of this convention to 
exempt such income or capital from tax or applies the exempt such income or capital from tax or applies the 
provision of paragraph 2 of article 10 or 11 to such provision of paragraph 2 of article 10 or 11 to such 
incomeincome””..
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4.4. HYBRID MISMATCHES (11)HYBRID MISMATCHES (11)

§§ POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS (3)POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS (3)
ØØ Treaty solutions ?Treaty solutions ?
ØØ Extension of PS report principles to other transparent Extension of PS report principles to other transparent 

entities (Hybrid Entities) !!entities (Hybrid Entities) !!
§§ Entitlement of entity to treaty benefitsEntitlement of entity to treaty benefits
§§ When is income When is income ““paid topaid to””, , ““derived byderived by””, , ““beneficially owned beneficially owned 

byby”” or otherwise attributed to a resident for purposes of article or otherwise attributed to a resident for purposes of article 
6 to 21 ?6 to 21 ?

(No unanimity on PS report principles and on extension)(No unanimity on PS report principles and on extension)
ØØ Alternative solution : inclusion of specific treaty provisionsAlternative solution : inclusion of specific treaty provisions
§§ Example: article 1 Example: article 1 §§ 6 Belgium6 Belgium--USA Treaty 2006 USA Treaty 2006 –– dealing dealing 

with income derived through a transparent entitywith income derived through a transparent entity

46

4.4. HYBRID MISMATCHES (12)HYBRID MISMATCHES (12)

§§ Partnerships vs. Hybrid EntitiesPartnerships vs. Hybrid Entities

Definition Partnership (Definition Partnership (““SociSociééttééss des des personnespersonnes) ) 
(cf. OECD PS Report par. 2)(cf. OECD PS Report par. 2)

Entities that qualify as such under Entities that qualify as such under civil lawcivil law or or 
commercial lawcommercial law as opposed to tax law. Thus the as opposed to tax law. Thus the 
term term ““partnershippartnership””, as used in this report, , as used in this report, ……. should . should 
not be confused with a reference to entities, whether not be confused with a reference to entities, whether 
partnerships or not, which are treated as transparent partnerships or not, which are treated as transparent 
for tax purposesfor tax purposes””
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4.4. HYBRID MISMATCHES (13)HYBRID MISMATCHES (13)

§§ CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION
§§ Model already provides for solutions (Model already provides for solutions (f.exf.ex. . 

Article 23A par. 4) dealing with nonArticle 23A par. 4) dealing with non--taxationtaxation
§§ Extension of partnership report requires Extension of partnership report requires 

further to be examinedfurther to be examined
§§ Further examination : inclusion of a Further examination : inclusion of a 

provision in the Model dealing with hybrid provision in the Model dealing with hybrid 
entities (cf. OECD Commentary article 4  entities (cf. OECD Commentary article 4  --
8.8)8.8)

48

5.5. Various issues under consideration (1)Various issues under consideration (1)

nn Should a Mutual Agreement under Art. Should a Mutual Agreement under Art. 
25(3) be binding on the States?25(3) be binding on the States?

nn German Court decisions: the court German Court decisions: the court 
rejected an interpretation adopted in rejected an interpretation adopted in 
mutual agreements reached with mutual agreements reached with 
Belgium and Switzerland concerning Belgium and Switzerland concerning 
the tax treaty treatment of termination the tax treaty treatment of termination 
payments.payments.

nn Par. 53 of the Commentary.  Par. 53 of the Commentary.  
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5.5. Various issues under consideration (2)Various issues under consideration (2)

nn Under Art. 25(3) Contracting States have Under Art. 25(3) Contracting States have 
delegated to their competent authorities the delegated to their competent authorities the 
power to agree on the interpretation of the power to agree on the interpretation of the 
treaty.  treaty.  

nn The mutual agreement constitutes a The mutual agreement constitutes a 
““subsequent agreement between partiessubsequent agreement between parties”” or or 
““a subsequent practice a subsequent practice ……which establishes which establishes 
the agreement of the partiesthe agreement of the parties”” under Art. 31(3) under Art. 31(3) 
a) or b) of the Vienna Convention.   a) or b) of the Vienna Convention.   

nn Mandatory character for the Contracting Mandatory character for the Contracting 
States (including their courts).States (including their courts).

50

5.5. Various issues under consideration (3)Various issues under consideration (3)

nn Tax treatment of termination paymentsTax treatment of termination payments
ØØ Remuneration for previous work: taxable in Remuneration for previous work: taxable in 

the State where the relevant work was the State where the relevant work was 
carried oncarried on

ØØ Payment for unused holidays or sick leaves: Payment for unused holidays or sick leaves: 
remuneration relating to employment remuneration relating to employment 
activities performed during the last yearactivities performed during the last year

ØØ Payment in lieu of notice of termination: Payment in lieu of notice of termination: 
compensation for work in the State where it compensation for work in the State where it 
is reasonable to assume that the employee is reasonable to assume that the employee 
would have worked during the period of would have worked during the period of 
notice (most often where work was notice (most often where work was 
performed at the time of the termination)performed at the time of the termination)
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5.5. Various issues under consideration (4)Various issues under consideration (4)

ØØ Severance payments: absent facts and Severance payments: absent facts and 
circumstances indicating otherwise, remuneration circumstances indicating otherwise, remuneration 
derived from the State where the employment was derived from the State where the employment was 
exercised when the employment was terminated  exercised when the employment was terminated  

ØØ Damages for unlawful dismissal: depending on what Damages for unlawful dismissal: depending on what 
the damage award seeks to compensate; damages the damage award seeks to compensate; damages 
for discriminatory treatment or injury to onefor discriminatory treatment or injury to one’’s s 
reputation fall under Art. 21reputation fall under Art. 21

ØØ NonNon--competition payment: 3 options (Art 15: State of competition payment: 3 options (Art 15: State of 
residence; Art. 15: State of activity; Art. 21)residence; Art. 15: State of activity; Art. 21)

ØØ Payments related to pension rights: Art. 18; but Payments related to pension rights: Art. 18; but 
reimbursement of pension contributions would be reimbursement of pension contributions would be 
remuneration derived from the State where the remuneration derived from the State where the 
employment was exercised when terminated.  employment was exercised when terminated.  

52

5.5. Various issues under consideration (5)Various issues under consideration (5)

nn Scope of Article 16Scope of Article 16
nn A jointA joint--stock company is managed by:stock company is managed by:
ØØ A board of directors (A board of directors (ConseilConseil dd’’administrationadministration))

Power to achieve any action for the purposes of the company, Power to achieve any action for the purposes of the company, 
except those which the law reserves for the assembly general. except those which the law reserves for the assembly general. 
Action for the company towards third parties and before courts. Action for the company towards third parties and before courts. 

ØØ An executive committee (An executive committee (ComitComitéé de direction)de direction)
The statutes may allow the board of directors to delegate its The statutes may allow the board of directors to delegate its 
management powers to an executive committee.management powers to an executive committee.
Such delegation may not cover the general policy of the Such delegation may not cover the general policy of the 
company neither the entirety of the prerogatives of the board ofcompany neither the entirety of the prerogatives of the board of
directors. If an executive committee exists, the board of directors. If an executive committee exists, the board of 
directors is in charge of its supervision.  directors is in charge of its supervision.  
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5.5. Various issues under consideration (6)Various issues under consideration (6)

nn Would the board of directors Would the board of directors andand the executive the executive 
committee be covered by Article 16 of the OECD committee be covered by Article 16 of the OECD 
Model?Model?

nn The English text refers only to The English text refers only to ““thethe board of board of 
directorsdirectors””..

nn The French text refers to both organsThe French text refers to both organs (membre du (membre du 
conseil dconseil d’’administration ou de surveillance).administration ou de surveillance).

nn Belgian tax treaties contain the following wording: Belgian tax treaties contain the following wording: 
““Directors' fees and other similar payments derived Directors' fees and other similar payments derived 
by a resident of a Contracting State in his capacity by a resident of a Contracting State in his capacity 
as a member of the board of directors or as a member of the board of directors or a similar a similar 
organorgan of a company which is a resident of the other of a company which is a resident of the other 
Contracting State may be taxed in that other State.Contracting State may be taxed in that other State.””

54

5.5. Various issues under consideration (7)Various issues under consideration (7)

nn Meaning of liable to taxMeaning of liable to tax
nn The concept of liable to tax is not very clear.The concept of liable to tax is not very clear.
nn Par. 8.6 and 8.7 of the Commentary on Art. 4 reflect Par. 8.6 and 8.7 of the Commentary on Art. 4 reflect 

two diverging views.two diverging views.
nn Par. 8.6 (majority view): pension funds, charities and Par. 8.6 (majority view): pension funds, charities and 

other organisations are liable to tax if they are other organisations are liable to tax if they are 
exempt from tax where they meet all the exempt from tax where they meet all the 
requirements specified in the tax laws but are requirements specified in the tax laws but are 
required to pay tax if they do not meet those required to pay tax if they do not meet those 
requirements.requirements.

nn Par. 8.7 (minority view): these entities are not liable Par. 8.7 (minority view): these entities are not liable 
to tax if they are exempt from tax under domestic to tax if they are exempt from tax under domestic 
laws.laws.
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5.5. Various issues under consideration (8)Various issues under consideration (8)

nn A try at clarifying the concept based on the A try at clarifying the concept based on the 
distinction between:distinction between:

ØØ a personal exemption (specific entities exempted as a personal exemption (specific entities exempted as 
such under specified conditions)such under specified conditions)

ØØ an exemption applicable to specific income derived an exemption applicable to specific income derived 
from specified purposes and under specified from specified purposes and under specified 
requirements (not applicable to other income that requirements (not applicable to other income that 
these entities may derive). these entities may derive). 

nn Not enough support:Not enough support:
ØØ a different treatment based on the way that an a different treatment based on the way that an 

exemption is structured should not be encouragedexemption is structured should not be encouraged
ØØ the suggested changes could not be endorsed by the suggested changes could not be endorsed by 

the countries that share the minority view. the countries that share the minority view. 
nn The clarification should be abandoned.The clarification should be abandoned.


